GRADE 10
Teaching Aids / Reference Resources
Essential Questions
Web link, projector, chart sheets Post card sample, Video of Snow
Videos/ PPT, Projector, Google fall, vocabulary list, work sheet,
Search for Research,
Devices,Resource
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip,

Web link, projector, chart sheets
Videos/ PPT, Projector, Google
Search for Research,
Devices,Resource
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip,

Audio-Visual (visual
presentation of the poem), Short
video presentation about Nelson
Madela., airshow video from
UAE.

Web link, projector, chart sheets Vocabulary booklet [S]
Videos/ PPT, Projector, Google
Search for Research,
Devices,Resource
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip,

Projector, Newspaper/
key words, New papere clipings ,
magazines, Web link, Projector, worksheet to gather the idea,
Google Search for Research,
Devices,Resource
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip,

Why does Lencho say 'these aren't raindrops
falling form the sk, theya re new coins. The
big drops are ten cent pieces and hte little ones
are fives.' What according to the postermaster
is the reason to help Lencho? What is irony ?
What is the irony of the last line in the lesson?
Why does the poet use negative objects such
as Hemlock and crow to explain his idea in
the poem Dust of Snow? What do you think
the moral of the poem is ?
What according Frost is fire and Ice? What is
symbolism? ; Why is 10th May is called an
Autumn day in South Africa? What does
courage mean to Madela?I knew that the
oppressore must be liberated just as surely as
the oppressed. Comment

What would you have done if you were: i) a
member of the staff in mrs. Pumphrey's house
hold?ii) a neighbour ? Is this story a mere
fiction or real life episode- why?

What is the formate of a formal letter? 2. How
is a letter of complaint different from a letter
of enquiry? 3. what should be included in the
letter of enquiry and complaint?

Teaching Aids / Reference Resources
Essential Questions
Newspaper/ magazines,
worksheets , Web link, Video,
Projector, Google Search for
Research, Devices,Resource
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip,

Projector, Chart sheets, Text
book, Website , Edmodo
practices for the students

worksheets , Web link, Video,
Field visit, Projector, Google
Search for Research,
Devices,Resource
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip,

Projector, Chart sheets, Text
book, Website , Edmodo
practices for the students

Why do people love adventures?compare and
contrast between the two stories of flying .
Analyse how the poet uses words and images
to contrast different situation in the poem.
What is the theme of the poem 'Tiger in the
Zoo'
• Describe the central characters
• Which character do you think is the most
influential?
What are the ill effects of Nazi's rule and
concentration camps?

Competencies
Values

and

MY IDENTITY Cross curricular link

Art Integration

Critical thinking
Minor - Collaboration and
team work,
Communication
Values
Empathy, Respect, Care,
Honesty

Write a short
poem about
shower in UAE,
Research about
the rainfall
received in UAE.

Reasearch about the
farming culture exists
among the indian
community.

Prepare a post card to
send you to your
mother on the mother's
day.

Major – Creativity
Minor - critical thinking
Minor – effective
communication
Values
Resilience , Integrity,
Tolerance

UAE Airshow
video while
refering to
independent
African Airshow.

Racial decrimination and
Slavery - Histoty

Write a film strip about
the human right or
about he end of the
world.

Major – Creativity
Minor - critical thinking
Minor – effective
communication
Values
Resilience , Integrity,
Tolerance

Abuses of Pet and
law that protect
them in UAE.

Major- Digital
competency
Minor- creativity
Major –Communication
Minor- Problem Solving

Competencies
Values

and

Major – Global and
environmental issues
Minor Communication &
Critical thinking.
Values
Honesty, Resilience,
Major – Global and
environmental issues
Minor Communication &
Critical thinking.
Values
Honesty, Resilience,
Integrity

Artificial Intelligence

Google
Story Speaker discussion and creation
of a chat bot

Google Docs. Story Speaker
lets anyone create an
interactive story

Google
Story Speaker discussion and creation
of a chat bot

register a
complaint with one
of the local travel
agency

Abuses of Pet and law that Prepare a comic script
protect them in UAE - Link based on the story The
to UAE social science
Theif's story.

CRITICAL THINKING
QUESTIONS
OBJECTIVE

CRITICAL THINKING
QUESTIONS
SUBJECTIVE

Q. differentiate between opinion
and facts
a) Lencho called the raindrops
silver coins
b) post master should have advised
Lencho regarding his blind faith
c) Lencho should not have called
the post office employees a crook.
d) Lencho had strong faith in God’s
Providence.
Q. What does ‘we’ refer in the first
line of the passage?
Q. What did the people of South
Africa achieve at last?
Q. What did the highest generals
do in the event?
Q. What did the smoke trail of
Impala symbolize?
Q. What did the policy of apartheid
create?
Q. According to Mandela, what is
the greatest wealth?
1. As the extract indicates, Mrs.
Pumphrey indulged Tricki and
bought him
many things.
2 .Choose the option that best
describes the kinds of
advertisement/s that
seem likely to persuade Mrs.
Pumphrey to buy something for
Tricki.

q. Suppose you are the post
master in the chapter, how
would you feel when you
receive Lencho’s Second
letter?
Q If you don’t help me, my
family and I will go hungry this
year.” Lencho had faith in God
but he didn’t manage to solve
the problem by himself. Did he
Would you agree that the “depth
of oppression” create “heights of
characters”? Explain
Q. If you have ever a chance to
meet Mandela what would you
like to tell him?
Q. What does Nelson Mandela
refer to as “an extraordinary
human disaster”?
Q. Describe the views of
Mandela for the black people
1.According to a popular
quote— Where there is no
struggle, there is no
strength.
In what way is this quote
relevant to the events of the
story?
ii ‘Privilege often confuses
actual needs for perceived
ones.’ Evaluate this

AI Game to
introduce the chapter using
Natural language
Processing
Reflective video
demonstrating how wild life
can be protected using
Artificial Intelligence

MY IDENTITY Cross curricular link
Research about
the different kind
of birds found in
UAE and prepare
a short
presentation

Art Integration

Artificial Intelligence

class magazine on the
theme innovation
Google Docs. Story
Speaker
lets anyone create an
interactive story

Research about

Google
Story Speaker discussion and creation
of a chat bot

Q. Why was the young seagull
afraid?
Q. Why was the whole family
taunting the young seagull?
Q. The young seagull had been
alone for how much time?

Q. Imagine you are the young
seagul’s mother. How do you
feel when your younger one is
not able to fly? How do you
plan to give him confidence?
Write down your feelings.
i Which genre is most
appropriate for the poem?
Choose the option listing the stanza Substantiate your choice with
that would follow the given extract. reference to the poem “How to
a) Option 1
Tell Wild
b) Option 2
Animals”.
c) Option 3
ii “All knowledge is useful. But
d) Option 4
not all knowledge is worth the
cost.”

worksheets , Web link, Projector,
Google Search for Research,
Devices,Resource
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip,

Video , Role play, Website ,
Edmodo practices for the
students

Projector, Chart sheets ,
Newspaper/ magazines,
worksheets , Web link, Projector,
Google Search for Research,
Devices,Resource
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip,

PPT
(format and the
objectives of notice
, different types
and different fields
through Visual
Representation)

Horace was unfairly punished. Comment.

Major - Global
awareness
Minor- Digital
competency,
independent learning
Value
Major - Global
awareness
Minor- Digital
competency,
independent learning
Value
Empathy, Respect

Essential Questions

Competencies
Values

How does Ausable mange to make Max
believe that there is a bbalcony attached to his
room? What makes the story convincing? If
you are faced with a similar situation how
would you react?

Teaching Aids / Reference Resources

Projector, Chart sheets ,
video presentation of the story of
Newspaper/ magazines,
little boy in search of God.
worksheets , Web link, Projector, ,Debate topic and think pair share
Google Search for Research,
worksheet.
Devices,Resource
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip,

and

• What are two major forces that change the
human life with reference to the chapter

Research about the roads
and their role played, why
they are populatedPrepare an animation
Geography
based onthe story The
Educaitonal
AI Game to
Midnight Visitor or
system in UAE
based on the lesson A introduce the chapter using
The constant
Natural language
question of Trust.
efforts from the
Processing
part of UAE
Reflective video
edcuation ministry
demonstrating how wild life
to improve it
can be protected using
educational
Artificial Intelligence
system.

MY IDENTITY Cross curricular link

Major – Creative thinking
Minor – Empathy and
Critical thinking.
Why did wanda say a hundred dress when she Values
was asked aboout her dresses?
Care, Respect, Resilience,
Tolerance, Empathy

Different costumes Abuses of Pet and law that
used in UAE and protect them in UAE - Link
how do they show
to UAE social science
their identity and
designation.

Major – Digital
competency
Minor – Critical thinking,
Collaboration
Values
Empathy, Resilience,
Care

Share about the
Abuses of Pet and law that
occassional
protect them in UAE - Link
showers of rain in
to UAE social science
UAE and how
welcome they are
to the residence of
UAE.

Art Integration

Role play
Projector, Chart sheets ,
Newspaper/ magazines,
worksheets , Web link, Projector,
Google Search for Research,
Devices,Resource
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip,
Tes.com Video about the poem

Video of the poem and the
Why does the poet say 'I would not intrude on
summarizing sheet for students him' ? Why doesn't he offer him money to buy
description and pair work.
another ball?Have you lost any thing that you
liked very much? Write a paragraph
describing how you felt then, and saying
wheher - and how- you got over your loss. 2.
Why are stanzas 2,4and 6 given in
parenthesis?

Projector, Chart sheets ,
Film on InvisibleMan. Project on
Newspaper/ magazines,
Evolution of Butterfly
worksheets , Web link, Projector,
Google Search for Research,
Devices,Resource
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip,

why do man want what he is not meant to
posses? Why does Mrs.Hall find the scientist
eccentric? If you have an opportunity become
invisible what is your take on it? How did a
book become a turning point in Richard
Ebright's life?

Major – Creative thinking
Minor – Empathy and
Critical thinking.
Values
Care, Respect, Resilience,
Tolerance, Empathy

Projector, Worksheet, Projector,
Diferentiated Worksheet for
What are the rules of Reported speech? You Critical thinking ,
Google Search for Research,
studnets , powerpoint preapred
are a grade 12 student who wants to go for communication,
Devices,Resource
for explaining to the students the neet coaching class with success coaching Collaboration
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip, key element Letter of enquiry and
center. Write a letter inquiring about the
https://educators.brainpop.com/le
Reported speech.
details about the coaching class and other
sson-plan/3-6-2-reported-speechdetails.
lesson-plan/

Teaching Aids / Reference Resouces
Essential Questions
Projector, Chart sheets ,
Video on the Animal exitinction What do you think that makes india different
Newspaper/ magazines,
Newspaper reports
from rest of the world and why? Should
worksheets , Web link, Projector,
protect nature and wild animals ? If they have
Google Search for Research,
been evolved then they can still be evolved Devices,Resource
discuss.
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip,

Competencies
Values

UAE' role in
innovation and
promotion of
scientific research Research about types of
and discovery butterflyies and their role in
the food cycles - Biology,
where they are populatedGeography

Prepare a Graphic
Novel based ont he
story Foot prints
without feet . They will
present it as e-book

Use one of the
UAE based
newspaper to
explain the
concept

and

Critical thinking
Collaboration and team
work
Minor – Communication
Values
Care, Respect, Empathy

1. Ausable’s employer has
been asked to write a
recommendation letter for
Ausable so that he may be
promoted to a higher rank in
the secret services.

Artificial Intelligence
Why did Wanda Petronski sit in the
last row of the class?
What kind of a girl Peggy was?
Why did Peggy tease Wanda?
Peggy was not cruel. Give reason.
Why did Maddie feel embarrassed
4Ws Problem Canvas:
when Peggy teased Wanda?
The 4Ws Problem canvas
What did Maddie want Peggy to
helps them in identifying the
do?
key elements related to the Why was Maddie afraid of speaking
story.
to Peggy to stop teasing
What is the boy now, who has lost
his ball,
What, what is he to do? I saw it go
Merrily bouncing, down the street,
and then
Merrily over- there it is in the water!
1. The extract suggests that the
Google Docs. Story
poet is
Speaker
2. The poet seems to have
lets anyone create an
indicated the merry bouncing of the
interactive story
ball to
A) As she and her husband turned
away in terror, the extraordinary
chair
pushed them both out of the room
and then appeared to slam and lock
the
door after them.
Mrs Hall almost fell down the stairs

The Hundred Dresses-I” is
about teasing Wanda. It also
borders on ragging and
racism indirectly. Describe
how does it affect you and
how do you evaluate it?
It disturbs you that Peggy and
Maddie make fun of Wanda.
You don’t like it. You decide to
speak about this as weak,
ugly or poor. Write a speech
i The poem deals with a child
understanding loss for the first
time.
Matches and championships
too, deal with a different
sense of loss.
Explain how games and
sports are a good way to train
children to take
losses in their stride
ii If the Buddha were to
i Do you find the story based
on being invisible a mere
figment of one’s
imagination or a phenomenon
that is plausible? Elaborate
with your opinion.
ii Scientists contribute to make
the world a better place.

Google
Story Speaker discussion and creation
of a chat bot

MY IDENTITY Cross curricular link
UAE's role and
efforts in
preserving and
naturing nature
and enviornment.
Tourist attraction
inn UAE

(A) Max was slender, a little less
than tall, with features that
suggested slightly the
crafty, pointed countenance of a
fox. There was about him — aside
from the

Art Integration

Artificial Intelligence

Gender discrimination Histoty

Travel Brochure

Google
Story Speaker discussion and creation
of a chat bot

Q. Which option correctly lists the Q. Imagine that Man has been
reason for the tiger ‘stalking the
accused by the tiger of cruelty
length of his cage’?
in an animal court.
a) Animals tend to cover large
What would be the tiger’s two
distances and burn a lot of their
major accusations and how
energy by hunting for
would Man defend them?
prey, in their natural habitat. Zoos
Present your answer in two
deprive them of such stimulation
paragraphs.
and they are
Q. The tiger in the poem ‘A
restless and bored.
Tiger in the Zoo’ presents a

Newspaper/ magazines,
worksheets , Web link, Projector,
Google Search for Research,
Devices,Resource
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip,

Newspaper reports

Text book, Projector, Google
Search for Research,
Devices,Resource
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip,
UN Eartday celebration reports
for studnets' reference.

video of Stages of life ,
Worksheet, PPT . Project about
the endangered species in the
world and steps taken to prevent
their extinction.

from rest of the world and why? Should
protect nature and wild animals ? If they have
been evolved then they can still be evolved discuss.

Collaboration and team
work
Minor – Communication
Values
Care, Respect, Empathy

efforts in
preserving and
naturing nature
and enviornment.
Tourist attraction
inn UAE

Histoty

• What is the poet trying to convey through
this poem?
Compare and contrast it with the poem you
have read in Grade 9 'on Killing Trees'
Why was otter named 'Maxwell's Otter?

Critical thinking
Collaboration and team
work
Communication
Values
Care, Respect, Empathy

UAE' Laws for
protection of Pets

Blackout poetry:poetry is
flexible enough to be used
in any subject { natureScience} which relies on
some reading through
activities like blackout
poetry.

How does the writer bring about the vanity in
the soceity? What is sarcasam and how does
the writer use this in the chapter the
Necklace?

Critical thinking
Collaboration and team
work
Communication
Values
Care, Respect, Empathy

UAE laws for
Road safety

Critical thinking
Collaboration and team
work
Communication
Values
Care, Respect,
Empathy

Write a letter to
the editor about
the rush driving in
UAE roads.

Travel Brochure

Story Board
Projector, Chart sheets ,
Graphic organizer for the lesson,
Newspaper/ magazines,
Video related to the play,
worksheets , Web link, Projector, Documentary learning to drive.
Google Search for Research,
Devices,Resource
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip,

projector and laptop, Projector,
Google Search for Research,
Devices,Resource
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip,

Diferentiated Worksheet for Prepare a letter to the editor from the news
studnets , powerpoint preapred item idntified. Worksheet on Active and
for explaining to the students the passive voice
key elements o Letter to the
editor and active and passive
voice

AI Game to
introduce the chapter using
Natural language
Processing
Reflective video
demonstrating how wild life
can be protected using
Artificial Intelligence

Gender discrimination Histoty

Teaching Aids / Reference Resources

Text book, projector, smart
Video about the love of a parent
boaord, Projector, Google Search towards their child , Worksheets
for Research, Devices,Resource
for the students who need extra
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip, support to understand the lesson,

Essential Questions

Competencies
Values

and

What did Valli find out about the bus
journey? How did she find out these details?
Why do you think the conductor called Valli
'madam'? Why does the poet describe the Fog
as having a cat feet? What are the different
figures of speech used in the poem

Major – Global awareness
Fog in the
Who gets the right of way
Minor – Critical thinking Abudhabi Al Ain on the roads? | Transport –
Minor – Communication High way causes Gulf Newsgulfnews.com ›
traffic difficulties. uae › who-gets-the-right-of& collaboration
way-on-th...
Values
Care, Respect, Tolerance

MY IDENTITY Cross curricular link

reason for the tiger ‘stalking the
accused by the tiger of cruelty
length of his cage’?
in an animal court.
a) Animals tend to cover large
What would be the tiger’s two
distances and burn a lot of their
major accusations and how
energy by hunting for
would Man defend them?
Google
prey, in their natural habitat. Zoos
Present your answer in two
Story Speaker deprive them of such stimulation
paragraphs.
discussion and creation
and they are
Q. The tiger in the poem ‘A
of a chat bot
restless and bored.
Tiger in the Zoo’ presents a
(A) Max was slender, a little less
1. Ausable’s employer has
than tall, with features that
been asked to write a
suggested slightly the
recommendation letter for
crafty, pointed countenance of a
Ausable so that he may be
4Ws Problem Canvas:
fox. There was about him — aside promoted to a higher rank in
The 4Ws Problem canvas
from the
the secret services.
helps them in identifying the
gun — nothing especially
As his manager, draft the
key elements related to the
menacing. “The report,” he
letter detailing his personality
story.
murmured. “The report
traits with reference to
2 .Choose the option that best
b) How would he evaluate it in
describes the kinds of
comparison to his home
advertisement/s that
experience?
seem likely to persuade Mrs.
V. Mrs. Pumphrey and Dr.
Pumphrey to buy something for
Herriot have been invited to
Tricki.
speak at a community
(i) Statistics Appeal – Such
pet adoption drive.
advertisements use facts and data There were some differences
AI - Activity Rock-Paperto convince consumers to
in Mrs. Pumphrey and Dr.
Scissors
buy products.
Herriot’s notions of

Art Integration

Artificial Intelligence

Google Docs. Story
Speaker
lets anyone create an
interactive story
Projector, Chart sheets ,
Chart and short clips from british
Newspaper/ magazines,
India, Website , Edmodo
worksheets , Web link, Projector, practices for the students • Listen
Google Search for Research,
to the Poem of The Tale of
Devices,Resource
Custard the Dragon.
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip, http://www.eecs.harvard.edu/~ke
ith/poems/Custard.html
• Knee to Knee discuss what the
story of The Tale of Custard the
Projector, Chart sheets ,
Samples of Advertisment and
Newspaper/ magazines,
speech, theme cards for preparing
worksheets , Web link
the advertisement.

what kind of poem is Tale of a custard the
Dragon?Belinda tickled him, she tickled him
unmerciful- why?

Why is Bholi' father worried ? What if the
story was set in a different setting ? How
would describe the character of Bholi ?

Major – Global awareness
Minor – Critical thinking
Minor – Communication
& collaboration
Values
Care, Respect, Tolerance

Major – Global
Speech by rulers
awareness
of UAE
Minor – Critical thinking
Minor –
Communication &
collaboration
Values
Care, Respect,

Google
Story Speaker discussion and creation
of a chat bot

Form pairs and discuss
does mathematics and
music has some
connection, Scavenger
Hunt on music

Drama scripting

Teaching Aids / Reference Resources
Essential Questions
Projctor, Smart board, Projector,
Video, Studnets will use the
Google Search for Research,
script for their role play, they will
Devices,Resource
need tables and chairs and other
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip,
props for the play.

projector and laptop, Projector,
Google Search for Research,
Devices,Resource
Materials.Flash Cards, Exit Slip,

Projector, Chart sheets ,
Newspaper/ magazines,
worksheets , Web link

What does chubukov at first suspect that
Lomov has come foor? Find reason for your
answer from the play.Why does the young
man say 'young men are thrown into despire
by them'

Competencies
Values

and

Describe annual sport day that was held at
your school recently. Or describe the your
place of interest in UAE

Art Integration

Artificial Intelligence

Poster making

AI Game to
introduce the chapter using
Natural language
Processing
Reflective video
demonstrating how wild life
can be protected using
Artificial Intelligence

Major - Critical thinking
Minor - Collaboration and
team work
Minor – Communication
Values
Integrity, Honesty, Care,
Respect

Diferentiated Worksheet for Why are books referred as the man's best
Critical thinking
studnets , powerpoint Roel play companions? Which your favourite book and Collaboration and team
work
of the skit.
why?write a paragraph about that book
Communication
Values
Care, Respect,
Empathy

Samples of Advertisment and
speech

MY IDENTITY Cross curricular link

Major – Global
awareness
Minor – Critical thinking
Minor –
Communication &
collaboration

UAE's initiative
preserving nature
and natural
habitate. UAE's
interests in book
fair ,
Google
Story Speaker discussion and creation
Role play Water conservation
of a chat bot
4Ws Problem Canvas:
The 4Ws Problem canvas
helps them in identifying the
key elements related to the
story.

